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<P ALIGN="CENTER">nbsp;</P> <B><P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">ABSTRACTnbsp;: </B>This paper presents
the results of simulated NGST observations. The goal of this work is to study the detectability of very high
redshift galaxies and to try to characterize Wide Deep-Field observations. The main points made in this paper
are 1) high-z galaxies observable by NGST would be similar to local starburst galaxies 2) even if they exist,
large spiral galaxies similar to local ones would not be observed by a NGST-like telescope and 3) the den-
sity of high-z galaxies detected so far is apparently moderate.</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <B><P
ALIGN="JUSTIFY">1. Introduction</P> </B><P>nbsp;</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">The origin of galaxies
is one of the major projects in observational cosmology for the next century (see for instance Dressler et al.
1996). The Hubble Deep Field-North (HDF-N; Williams et al. 1996) is an important milestone in this quest
: this multiwavelength set of observations opened the door to the z 3 - 4 universe. It allowed the identica-
tion of high redshift galaxies through the use of the "dropout" method originally developed for ground-based
observations (see for instance Steidel amp; Hamilton 1993). </P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <P
ALIGN="JUSTIFY">This paper presents simulated NGST observations based on the projection of rest-
frame ultraviolet galaxies (HST/FOC and FOCA) to higher redshifts. A more detailed paper will be pre-
sented elsewhere.</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <B><P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">2. Simulations of In-
dividual Galaxies</P> </B><P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">In a rst approach,
we processed ultraviolet HST/FOC and FOCA (2000 <FONT FACE="Courier New">197;</FONT> balloon-
borne telescope) images (Table 1) of local galaxies in the way described by Giavalisco et al. (1996) to
produce high redshift galaxies as they would be observed in the Near InfraRed (NIR) by a 8-m NGST-
type Telescope at 3 AU (diraction limited at 2 microns, pixel size = 0.029 arcsec, H<SUB>0</SUB>
= 65 km/s/Mpc, q<SUB>0</SUB> = 0.5). The width of the band is computed to match the original
bandwidth, which means that we do not need k-corrections.</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <P
ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <P ALIGN="CENTER"><IMG SRC="simul1.gif" WIDTH=500 HEIGHT=250><I>
<P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">Table 1 : This table lists the basic information for the six galaxies projected to
high redshift.</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY"> </P> </I><P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">These simulations (Fig. 1)
allow to infer the morphology and have a hint on the flux of individual remote galaxies. For the lowest
redshift bin (z 1-3) and in agreement with Giavalisco et al. (1996) and Hibbard amp; Vacca (1997), we nd
that simulated galaxies from the HST/FOC sample are morphologically very similar to the faint galaxies
observed in the HDF-N (Fig. 1) while local spiral galaxies like M33 and M51 would not be detected beyond a
redshift z 1.5. If we boost the latter ones by 3 magnitudes to uniformly increase their apparent star formation
rate, M33 is barely detectable by a redshift of z = 4-5 while M51 would be observed up to z 5-6. </P>
<P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">At high redshift, galaxies often appear clumpy.
Part of this morphology may be due to the actual shape of the galaxies but the appearance of galaxies is
also strongly wavelength dependent as shown for instance by OConnell (1997). Indeed, even spiral galaxies
appear knotty and irregular in the ultraviolet (Fig. 1) due to the clumpiness of star-forming regions.</P> <P
ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">Therefore, an important question to analyze (see
Bouwens et al. 1998; Colley et al. 1996) is to determine whether the objects detected in the HDF-N and
other deep elds are whole galaxies and to estimate the number of galaxies which break up into massive star
formation regions, themselves interpreted as a whole galaxy. The question of the density of high redshift
galaxies is crucial to best design the NGST and its instruments. </P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <P
ALIGN="JUSTIFY">Morphologically, galaxies observed at z 3 galaxies are similar to peculiar interacting
/ starbursting galaxies. Consistently with these morphological results, spectroscopic observations of con-
1
rmed high redshift galaxies (Steidel et al. 1996; Lowenthal et al. 1997; Pettini et al. 1997) show that
detected high redshift galaxies exhibit stellar and interstellar absorption lines characteristic of local star-
burst galaxies. Therefore, even if the age of the starburst is still uncertain, the observed stellar population
is certainly massive and young which mainly emit in the ultraviolet.</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P>
<P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">Consequently, the rest-frame ultraviolet continuum is one of the best tools to es-
timate the star formation rate up to very high z. It has already been used in the visible range by the
CFRS (< z > = 0.6) and farther away in the HDF (z 2-3).</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <P
ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <P ALIGN="CENTER"><IMG SRC="simul2.gif" WIDTH=500 HEIGHT=1100></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">nbsp;</P> <I><P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">Figure 1nbsp;: Simulations (H<SUB>0 </SUB>=
65 km/s/Mpc and q<SUB>0</SUB>=0.5) for a 8m NGST at 3 AU of two spirals (a) M33 with a pixel
size of 5 arcsec and a fov of 1 deg. And (b) M51 with a pixel size of 3.5 arcsec and a fov of 0.5
deg. The sizes of the fov at 1 micron (z=3.9) are 3.7 arcsec for M33 and 15.2 arcsec for M51. The
original images have been obtained with the FOCA UV-2000<FONT FACE="Courier New">197;</FONT>
telescope. Projecting the original UV image shows that spiral galaxies like M33 ( 0.1 L<SUB>*</SUB>)
or even M51 ( 2 L<SUB>*</SUB>) would not be visible by a redshift z = 1.5 - 2. If we boost them
by 3 magnitudes to uniformly increase their apparent star formation rate, M33 is barely detectable by a
redshift of 4-5 while M51 would be observed up to z = 5 - 6. </P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P>
</I><P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">An important point to make is that we will probably not be able to detect
large spiral galaxies even with a 8-m space telescope. However, on the basis of this no-detection alone
we would not be able to rule out that this type of normal spiral galaxies does not exist at high redshift.
</P> <B><P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">3. Simulations of a Wide NGST Deep
Field</P> </B><I><P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> </I><P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">In a second approach, we
used deep high-resolution ultraviolet ( 2000 <FONT FACE="Courier New">197;</FONT> rest-frame), opti-
cal and infrared images of individual HDF-N galaxies drawn from two redshift-complete samples of galaxies
(one from the bright HDF galaxies and the other drawn from the HDF U<SUB>300</SUB> dropouts), to
make semi-realistic no-evolution NGST deep elds through a simple projection of these images to higher
redshifts according to the inferred volume densities for each bright galaxy. For comparison, we have sup-
plemented this no-evolution simulation with one in which we utilize the inferred evolution in size, number,
and size of the bright galaxy population determined in Bouwens, Broadhurst, amp; Silk (1998). </P> <P
ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">We rst derive SEDs for each pixel belonging to
each image of a redshift-complete set of bright galaxies. The present set is taken from the HDF which
provides the highest quality images of a complete sample of galaxies (31 galaxies with Ilt;21.9 and lt; z
gt;=0.5 and for which V/V<SUB>max</SUB> is spread fairly).</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <P
ALIGN="JUSTIFY">We extend these pixel-by-pixel SEDs into the infrared by assuming that the mor-
phology of the high-resolution Near InfraRed images are equivalent to the I<SUB>F814W</SUB> HDF-N
images. Then the images of these objects are scaled by the ground-based KPNO J-, H- and K-band fluxes
from Dickinson et al. (1998). We extrapolate linearly to higher redshift beyond this, if needed.</P> <P
ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">Using these pixel-by-pixel SEDs, we replicate each
galaxy image to higher redshift by the product of its space density, given by 1/V<SUB>max</SUB>, and the
cosmological volume out to high redshift zlt;2.5. Each pixel is scaled in size and flux by the cosmology.</P>
<P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">In a similar way, we determined both pixel-by-
pixel SEDs and space densities for the high-redshift 2lt;zlt;3.5 U-dropout sample from the HDF and extrapo-
lated this to higher redshift zgt;2.5.</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">Then,
keeping careful track of the noise properties in each pixel, we used the above scaled images to generate a
completely empirical no-evolution 10-h NGST deep exposure at 1-micron, 3-microns and 5-microns and with
R = lambda / Deltalambda = 5 for each band. Fig.3a shows this simulation for the case of a Omega =
0.1 geometry.</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">In the spirit of projecting
nearby galaxy images to high redshift, we have also incorporated evolution (see Bouwens, Broadhurst amp;
Silk 1998 for more details) by transforming the images of the input prototypes as a function of redshift
in surface brightness, number density, and size. Using the evolutionary scalings which provide good ts
to the angular size distributions in the HDF-N, we have also generated an NGST simulation in Fig.3b for
the case of a Omega = 0.1 geometry.</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <P ALIGN="CENTER"><IMG
SRC="simul3.gif" WIDTH=500 HEIGHT=1100></P> <P ALIGN="CENTER">nbsp;</P> <I><P>nbsp;</P>
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<P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">Figure 2nbsp;: Simulations (H<SUB>0 </SUB>= 65 km/s/Mpc and q<SUB>0</SUB>=0.5)
for a 8m NGST at 3 AU of two local starburst galaxies (a) NGC3690 and (b) NGC1741 observed with
the HST/FOC at 2200 <FONT FACE="Courier New">197;</FONT> (pixel size of 0.0225 arcsec and a
fov of 20x20 arcsec). The fov at 3 microns (z=12.2) are 2x2 arcsec for NGC3690 and 2.5x2.5 arcsec
for NGC1741. Starburst galaxies would therefore be easily detectable with NGST up to very high red-
shifts. This point conrms the similarity between observed galaxies at z 3 and local starburst galaxies.</P>
</I><P ALIGN="CENTER"><IMG SRC="simul4.gif" WIDTH=600 HEIGHT=500></P> <P>nbsp;</P> <I><P
ALIGN="JUSTIFY">Figure 3. Simulated NGST Deep Field (10h exposures) obtained by projecting nearby
galaxies. Panel (a) shows a no-evolution simulation while evolution has been incorporated in (b). The fov s
about 30" with a sample of 29 mas.</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> </I><P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">Table
2 presents total density of galaxies which is found between 100 and 1400 galaxies arcmin<SUP>-2</SUP>.
This number can be compared to the HDF-N where the total density is around 600 galaxies arcmin<SUP>-
2</SUP> down to V = 29 mag (Madau 1997) which corresponds to the limiting magnitude of our simu-
lations. This paper presents preliminary results, a deeper analysis of these simulations will be presented
elsewhere.</P> <I><P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P></I> <P ALIGN="CENTER"><IMG SRC="simul5.gif"
WIDTH=400 HEIGHT=180></P> <I>Table 2 - Density of galaxies from our simulations</P></I> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nb
<P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">In the HDF-N, Madau (1997) used the dropout method to estimate a lower limit
on the density at high redshift galaxies (Table 3). Down to B = 29, 200 ultraviolet dropout galaxies are
detected, which translates in a density of 40 galaxies per arcmin in the redshift range 2.0 lt; z lt; 3.4
and 60 B-dropout galaxies, that is 12 galaxies per arcmin in the redshift range 3.5 lt; z lt; 4.5 (down to
V = 30). </P> <I><P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> </I><P ALIGN="CENTER"><IMG SRC="simul6.gif"
WIDTH=300 HEIGHT=150></P> <I><P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">Table 3 - Density of galaxies from the Hubble
Deep Field - North estimated, using the dropout method.</P> <OL START=3>
</I><B><P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">4. Implications for the Design of a Spectrograph for the Next Genera-
tion Space Telescope</LI></P></OL>
</B><P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">From the analysis above, two points
can be made : </P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P>
<UL> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY"><LI>need for a very high spatial resolution Integral Field Spectrograph :
diraction-limited with a sampling around 30 milliarcsec and a small eld of view of 4 x 4 arcsec as suggested
by Swings et al. (1997) to carry out dynamical studies of distant galaxies</LI></P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY"><LI>assuming
a reasonable density of high-z (z gt; 3) galaxies : 50 lt; <FONT FACE="Symbol">114;</FONT> <SUB>hi-z
</SUB>lt; 300, the eciency of a wide-eld (3 x 3 arcmin; 0.1 arcsec sampling) Multi Object Spectrograph
(Burgarella et al. 1998; MacKenty et al. 1998) is higher than a 1’x1’ Integral Field Spectrograph to carry
out the deep spectroscopic surveys of the NGST Design Reference Mission.</LI></P></UL>
<B><P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">5. Summary and Conclusion</P> <P
ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P> </B><P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">The main conclusions that can be drawn from
the simulations presented here are the following :</P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY">nbsp;</P>
<UL> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY"><LI>Based on HDF observations, high redshift galaxies that would be
observed by a NGST-like telescope would probably be very similar to local starburst galaxies.</LI></P> <P
ALIGN="JUSTIFY"><LI>We will not be able to detect high redshift spiral galaxies like the Milky Way or
M31.</LI></P> <P ALIGN="JUSTIFY"><LI>The density of high redshift galaxies (say zgt;2 or zgt;3) detected
in the HDF-N seems moderate. However, the data accumulated on high redshift galaxies is dramatically
scarce and we can hardly infer strong constraints without further probing the high redshift universe.</LI></P>
<P ALIGN="JUSTIFY"><LI>A high spatial resolution Integral-Field Spectrograph would be adapted to
dynamical studies of high redshift galaxies while a Multi-Object Spectrograph would allow to eciently
carry out the deep NGST spectroscopic surveys in the core program.</LI></P></UL>
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